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has begun consideration of the question of aggression
against the People's Republic of China, a question
involving a number of hostile acts committed by the
Chiang Kai-shek and United States air and naval forces,
and by the Chiang Kai-shek artillery operating with
the permission of the United States military command.
In the next few days we shall be taking up the question
of the acts of piracy which have been carried' out in,
the area of the China seas. Obviously, the question
of the airmen was proposed in order to make it more
difficult for the Assembly to agree on suitable action
in these two matters.
S. The world Press has recently been full of reports
about the acts violating the territory, territorial waters
and air space of the People's Republic of China which

Compl~t of detention and imprisonment of are being carried out 'by United States naval and air
United Nations military personnel in violation forces. These acts have become a serious source of
of the Korean Armistice Agreement (continued) international tension in the Far East. A few days ago,

the United States concluded a military agreement with
1.. !!r. SKRZESZEWSKI (~olan?) (tr~nslateil from Chiang Kai-shek which, creating as it does a basis for
Russum) : In the procedural discussion the Polish dele- f th . • h ~ 1 '
gation objected to the question of the eleven United ur er aggression against t e Poop e s Republic of

China, is causing serious concern among the peoples
States airmen convicted of espionage in China being of Asia, among the European allies of the United States
included in the agenda for this session. My delegation and among the people of the United States itself, who
took the position that this question is outside the com- fear that they may be drawn into another war in Asia.
petence of the United Nations and is intended only to
complicate the Organization's y~ork. Since however-It 6. Syngman Rhee has intensified his campaign against
was decided by majority vote to include the item in the Armistice Agreement signed at Panmunjom, a
our agenda, the Polish delegation, while maintaining campaign which, the facts show, has been carefully
all the objections and all the arguments it previously synchronized with acts of United States policy.

1 'advanced, wishes to explain its position on the subject. 7. It is clear that the question of. the United States
2.! Before dealing with the substance and nature of airmen has been raised at this session as a maneeuvre
the question of the airmen raised by the United States to divert the attention of all States and of the American
Government, I should like to review briefly the motives people from the war preparations being carried on in
which, in our view, prompted the United States dele- the Far East and from the danger to world peace
gation to place the question on this session's agenda.· arising in that area from the activities. of the United

States air and naval forces.
· 3. During the procedural discussion, my delegation,
in opposing the inclusion of the item in the agenda, 8. The question before us is essentially simple and
endeavoured to show that this was a propaganda scheme clear. On 23 November 1954, the military tribunal of
designed to increase international tension and to hamper the Supreme People's Court of the People's Republic
the General Assembly's work. We pointed out that the of China, on the basis of the depositions of the de-
United States request for the Inclusion of the item fendants, the testimony of witnesses and extensive docu-
was an attempt to arouse hostility to the People's mentary and material evidence, and in accordance
Republic of China and to mobilize public opinion to with the laws in force, convicted 22 American spies-
0pp'<>se the admission of the People's Republic of China, thirteen of whom were United States nationals and
to jits rightful seat in the United Nations. '~le pointed nine Chhese nationals-of criminal acts prejudicial to
out that the United States 'proposal was a .manoeuvre the integrity and security of the Chinese State. ..

·designed to create war hysteria and to divert public 9. All the convictedpersons were engaged in/espionage
attention from the real threat of war in the Far East. in the Far East. Some of the convicted United States

·We also drew attention to the war-mongering campaign nationals were members of air reconnaissance units and
being carried on in this oonnexion in certain important had made repeated flights over Chinese territory. AD

:political, congressional and military quarters in the the persons convictedconfessedtheir guilt in open court.
United States. The convicted United States nationals testified that they
•4. The manifestly propagandist nature of the question had been employed by the Central Intelligence Agency,
becomes particularly obvious when we consider the known as the CIA. Many of them had received special
time chosen by the United States to drag this question training in espionage. Their aircraft was an unarmed
before the United Nations. The General Assembly B-29, loaded with supplies ready to be dropped to
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espionage groups on Chineseterritory; it was equipped
for reconnaissance, not as a fighter bomber. The debris
of this aircraft and the objects found in it appeared as
material evidence at the trial, together with 'a large
number of documents. These items are now on public
exhibition in Peking.
10. The story of the B-29 whose fate we are now dis
cussing is not new to the public. On 22 January 1953,
the Hsinhua news agency. published a protest made on
21 January by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
People's Republic of China against the violation of the
sovereign air space of China by a United States aircraft.
It was reported at the time that this aircraft was carry
ing .special agents on a reconnaissance. mission, that it
was shot down in the Antung area in north-eastern
China, that it was a B-29, that its crew included Colonel
Arnold and the other ten airmen mentioned in the
United States complaint, and that three airmen had
died in the crash.
11. 'rhus it was surprising to hear Mr. Lodge say in
his complaint that the question came up suddenly on
23 November, just a few days ago. It is .perfectly clear
that this question falls exclusively within the domestic
jurisdiction of a State, and that no international or
ganization and no other State is entitled to intervene.

12. Every sovereign State has the right to punish spies
apprehended in its territory, regardless of their na
tionality or service; .and any .State sending out the spies
must count on the fact that a spy caught while engaged
in espionage will have to bear the serious consequences
of his act.
13. I should like to impress this point especially on
SirPercy Spender, who urged us this afternoon to
have sympathy for the convicted persons. Sir Percy
should address his appeal to the States which send oqt
spies, not to those which have caught spies at their
dirty work and have justly punished them for it.

14. And the United States, too, when it sends out its
spies, should be prepared for the fact that they may be
arrested; it should realize that they will not be received
with flowers and decorations, but will be arrested,
brought to trial and put into prison. However, the
United States, in order to induce our Organization to
come to the defence of the spies, and to hamper interna
tional co-operation, is trying to connect the spying
activities of the eleven 'United States airmen with the
question of the Korean armistice.
15. The United States representative, repeating the
story given in the explanatory memorandum [A/2830] ,
has tried to give the impression that the convicted
spies were prisoners of war captured during the hos
tilities in Korea, and that their detention and conviction
are a' violation of the Korean Armistice Agreement.

16. One significant fact leaps to the eye: the United
States- has referred only to eleven American spies; it
still remains silent with regard to the other two persons
who were convicted on the same day at the same trial,
and has entirely ignored the nine United States spies
of Chinese nationality.
17. The artificiality of this whole affair can be seen
from' the fact that although what we have here is in
effect a single case of espionage, the United States has
arbitrarily singled out eleven of the men involved on
the ground that they were in uniform. In Mr. Lodge's
opinion, the fact that some of the United States spies
whose plane penetrated into the air space of the People's

Republic of China were in uniform shows that the
captured. persons were not spies. I shall return later to
this singular argument.
18. On the basis of the testimony of the accused and
the witnesses, the facts brought to light by the investi
gation and the physical evidence, it has been proved
beyond doubt that the aircraft in which the airmen were
travelling was shot down over the territory of the
People's Republic of China, far from the Korean theatre
of war. It is plain from the statements of witnesses,
from the way the aircraft was equipped and from other
physical evidence that the airmen were not on a war
mission and were not attached to the United States
military command in Korea, but were operating as
members of the 9Ist Reconnaissance Squadron.

19. I should like in addition to make it clear to the
Colombian representative that the charge of spying
made against the arrested airmen was not based on the
fact that the aircraft they were using was a recon
naissance plane or was of some other type. That did
not determine the nature of their mission, which would
have been the same if they had appeared. over Chinese
territory in a fully armed bomber or any other type
of aircraft. The nature of their offence was determined
by the fact that they were engaged in espionage; it
consisted in liaison with groups of spies in Chinese
territory, the supply to such groups of necessary espio
nage equipment and weapons and the ferrying of per
sons from China to espionage centres. Thus they were
ordinary spies, and cannot be considered in any other
way.
20. Under the indisputable principles of international
law, confirmed in many international treaties, the rights
of prisoners of war do not extend to persons engaged
in espionage, whether or :~t the State in whose territory
they are arrested is at war.
21. It might logically be supposed that those who dis- .
pute these facts and present a different version would
produce proof in support of their assertions. The
United States representative's statement contained po
convincing arguments, much less proofs of any kind.
We heard only the addresses of the families of the con
demned United States citizens. We are fully aware that
all this was done only for purposes of internal United
States propaganda. United States diplomacy is resort
ing to primitive expedients. The method used is simply
to assert that any statement inconvenient to the United
States is a fiction and not in accordance with the facts.
But such a method will satisfy only persons with pre
conceived ideas. Mere unfounded assertions do not sat
isfy unprejudiced people; unprejudiced people believe
in facts, .documents and material evidence, and are
guided by common 'sense logic. . '.

22. Despite the fact that the records of the trial ~d
its results have been published, despite the fact t at
the documents and the material evidence are on public
exhibition, the United States asserts without any foun
dation that the condemned airmen were innocent of
espionage and were shot down while on combat duty
over North Korea. As the only material evidence in
support of his version of the case, the United States
representative produced a map showing the aircraft's
course, the point at which the air battle took place and
the point at which the aircraft came down.

23.. A map is no real evidence: sometimes certain
details are photographed, but often certain details are
omitted. It is not difficult to draw: such a map, and it
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If its agents play carelessly with fire, the whole world
might get burned."

29. The espionage activity of the United States Air
Force in the Far East has been described by the Press
in particularly full detail; Hanson Baldwin, the military
editor of the New York Times, gave it extensive cov
erage in September. Unhappily we have to recognize
that intelligence and diversionary activity have become
an inseparable part of contemporary United States
foreign policy.
30. Many of the countries represented here know this
from their own experience; they include my country,
Poland, which is one of the targets of United States
intelligence operations. We have many proofs of this.
From~ West Germany and from other centres United
States spies penetrate into Poland. We have had our
own trials and our own exhibitions' of material evidence
of the activity of United States spies in Poland. We
have published a collection of documents on the subject.
In "brief, we in Poland have our own experience of the
OPerations of United States spies; and we shall never
be convinced by groundless- assertions.

31. In an endeavour to dispute the authenticity of the
evidence brought to light in the course of the judicial
investigation, Mr. Lodge resorted to the following
argument..The airmen, he said, could not have been
engaged in espionage because they were in uniform and
carried military papers. Other representativeshave also.
used.this naive argument. The United Kingdom repre
sentative recited it yesterday in moving tones, and Sir
Percy Spender, the Australian representative, reiterated
it today. The use of .this argument, which relies on
human credulity, is intended to divert attention from
the real nature of the activities of the United States
spies who were sentenced in China.

32. We are well aware that the United States, a rich
.country, appropriates hundreds of millions of dollars
for espionage purposes, that it is able -to equip its' spies
with both civilian and military clothing, that it is able
to equip them -with clothing suitable- for the circum
stances in which they are to work, that it can supply
bald spies with wigs and that it can turn normal people
into apparent cripples. We are fully aware of all this.
However, the indictment presented and the sentences
passed in China, as also-the testimony of witnesses and
of the convicted men, make it clear that the latter had
been given the task of supplying suitable equipment to
groups of spies and diversionists operating in Chinese
territory, and of ferrying out of China, even without
landing on Chinese soil, a number of persons who had
been engaged in. spying for the United States.
33. "Mr. "Lodge, with unsuccessful irony, asks since
when spies' have been sent on espionage missions in
military uniform. This is i'-'1eed an unexpected argu
ment. The United States spies' were under orders to
operate without any contactwith the population, their
mission being to' pick up other spies without making.
a landing. The airmen"were supplied with special equip
ment. Their military uniforms in no way hampered
their espionage work. Moreover-«we may note in pass
ing-·a uniform may be used in an attempt to escape
punishment for dirty espionage work. I would also
add that the clothes worn by spies are quite irrelevant,
for international.lawmakes no distinction between spies
in uniform and spies out of uniform. .

.34. A number of countries in Europe and Asia know
from their own' experience how often American military

is not difficult to add to such a map any photostatic
details which meet the needs of a particular report.
And the reliability and authenticity of the map in
question appear dubious when we consider the different
versions which have been given in the various United
States statements as to where the air battle took place.
I think all of us, including myself, would be highly
interested to know whether the vacillations of the United
States authorities in deciding where this incident took
place were recorded by radar.
24. If our discussion goes on much longer we may be
able to record further progress on the part of the United
States delegation. I believe we already have five ver
sions; in a few days' time, however, we might be given
yet another version closer to that of the People's
Republic of China.
25. Both at the 99th meeting .of the Genera1 Com
mittee and during the debate in the General Assembly,
Mr. Lodge-has indignantly rejected the contention that
the men were spies. Mr. Lodge plainly wanted us to
believehim despite the fact that United States politicians
and the 'United States Press boast about the espionage
and the diversionary activities carried on against the
People's Republic of China, the Soviet Union, the
peoples' democracies andother countries, and despite
the fact that SPecial budget appropriations are made
for diversionary and espionage activities.
26, I doubt whether Mr. Lodge wanted to give us the
impression that the United States does no spying at
all. What purpose are the numerous United States
intelligence agencies intended to serve? What are they
engaged in-philanthropic work, or abstract scientific
work on, for instance, astronomy or classical philology?
27. A series of articles recently published in the United
States weekly. The Saturday Evening Post described
the activities of the Central Intelligence Agency in
Guatemala, Iran, the Soviet Union, Egypt, the People's
Republic of China and several other countries. With
reference to these articles, which were written and
released with CIA collaboration and consent, Dorothy
Thompson, the well-known United States journalist,
writes as follows, on the question of the condemned
airmen, in the Chicago DailyNetos of 1 December 1954:

"The United States has protested that the men,
missing since the Korean struggle, are prisoners of
war, and their trial an infringement of international
law, as it is if the Chinese charges are untrue.

"But are they untrue? After reading the ,Post
articles nobody could be sure.

"The articles reveal just about everything except
names, addresses and codes: how agents are recruited
and trained; how many buildings -CIA occupies in
Washington; how many employees it has-half as
many as the State Department-and how few mem
bers of Congress know what 'black' expenditures they
are voting for." .

28. As Senator Mansfie1d;a former United States
representative to the United Nations, pointed out during
a Senate debate, CIA employs a staff of some 30,000
and' receives an appropriation of up to $800 million.
During this debate Senator Mansfield pointed out that
the CIA gave no account of half its expenditure and
was, in a sense, a State within a State. In this con
nexion he 'Said:

"We cannot permit CIA, any more than we can
.. permit any other government" agency, to have free

rein to do anything it wants anywhere in the world.
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aircraft with uniformed crews have penetrated far into
their territories, and what a clamour has then often
been raised for the release of such persons, on the
pretext that they- simply "lost their course" or that
they were "victims of unfavourable circumstances".
This is the argument Mr. Lodge used today to justify
an incursion by another United States aircraft operating
over Manchuria. It must be realized that a member
of a reconnaissance unit captured while carrying out
his mission against the State on whose territory he
is operating is defined as a spy under all criminal
codes, whether or not he is a member of an air force.
35. We are all aware that the purpose of the -United
States campaign is not the release of the airmen who
were captured while carrying out espionage work; in
reality the United States is primarily interested in
cold war propaganda moves in the deterioration of
international relations, in the kindling of hatred against
the People's Republic of China, and in justifying to
other States and to its own people its own aggressive
activities in the Far East.
36. The two notes mentioned in the explanatory
memorandum-«notes drafted in unbecoming terms and
sent to' the accompaniment of threats of blockade and
preventive war-serve the same ends.
37. Coming after the abduction of tens of thousands
of Korean and Chinese prisoners of war, the unexpected
solicitude for the -fulfilment-of .the- provisions of the
Armistice Agreement concerning the repatriation of
prisoners of war expressed by the American representa
tive in his statement appear-s farcical and hypocritical.
38. The United States is responsible for the fact that
it proved impossible to carry out the repatriation of
prisoners of war. It is responsible for the fate of the
tens of thousands of Korean and Chinese prisoners of
war who were abducted; for the thousands upon thou
sands of Korean patriots who were shot; for the
slaughter and bloody repression which went on in the
prisoner-of-war camps, repression for which Koje
Island, known in Asia as a "hell for the living", will
long remain a byword. ..
39. The United States delegation asserts that the
Korean Armistice Agreement has been violated, The
Polish delegation, which, as a result of Poland's mem
bership in the two neutral nation commissions, knows
what the position was in Korea in June, is in a position
to say that the Armistice Agreement has been violated
frequently-:very frequently, in fact-but by a country
for which the United States is formally and factually
responsible. It was violated by constant flights of
United States aircraft over the demarcation line. It
was violated by .frequent strafing and bombing of the
territory of the ]J lemocratic People's Republic of Korea.
It was violated by the abdaction, on various pretexts,
.of tens of thousands of Korean and Chinese prisoners
of war. It is a breach of the Armistice Agreement that
the civilians abducted from North Korea have been
prevented from returning to their homes.
40. There has been and continues to be a flagrant
violation of the Armistice Agreement in the strengthen
ing of the military potential in Korea by the so-called
United Nations Command-a fact I have already
touched on in the debates in the First Committee.
41. In none of these breaches of the Armistice Agree
ment have the United States and its supporters felt it
necessary to protest or show any concern to ensure
the successful fulfilment of the Annistice Agreement.-

42. Nor can it be said that the sudden concern evinced
at this juncture about the fate of the Armistice Agree
ment results from the wish to preserve peace in Korea.'
On the contrary, it is engendered by a desire to un
dermine the Agreement, which constitutes a serious
obstacle to war preparations in the Far East. The
United States campaign coincides with intensified
activity on the part of Syngman Rhee and his gang,
who are trying to abolish the Armistice Agreement
and to divest themselves of the obligations they assumed
atPanmunjom. .
43. The question of the espionage work which was
being carried on by the thirteen United States spies
is not an isolated issue; it is closely linked with the
entire activity of the corresponding central civilian
organizations and of the United States Army, NaVYI
and Air Force in the Far East. It is an integral part
of the United States programme of aggression, whose
target is not merely the integrity and security of the
People's Republic of China; it is part of an over-all
strategic plan embracing a number of continents and
a number of countries, and in particular the entire
territory of Asia.
44. The sentences imposed on the thirteen spies were
not the first against United States spies in China.
Since the very establishment of the People's Republic
of China, a number of United States intelligence
agencies, with the help of Chinese nationals, have been
conducting operations in Chinese territory. -
45. The wide-scale propaganda campaign which is at
present being carried on in the Press, the radio and
television, and even in the forum of the United Nations,
is by no means due to any concern on the-part of the
United States for the fate of its citizens in>military
uniform, This campaign is a part of the strategy of
cold war. It is dictated by a desire not to tolerate a
peaceful conclusion of this session, in which, despite
opposition, a tendency towards the peaceful settlement
of disputes "has begun to gain the upper hand.
46. We must not allow the achievements of this ses
sion, which generally speaking has up to now been con
ducted in _a peaceful atmosphere, to come to nought
because of the bitter debate which has developed in
these plenary meetings. A number of important inter
national problems have been discussed in a business
like fashion, and in spite of differences of opinion,
unanimous decisions have been taken on two questions
so important for the peace of the world as disarmament
and the peaceful use of atomic energy.
47. In the United Nations it is the spirit of con
ciliation and collaboration that must prevail. Only in
such an atmosphere shall we be able to solve all the
many difficult problems of the present and the future.
The raising of such questions as that of the eleven
United States spies cannot enhance the prestige of the
United Nations, nor can it help to bring about concord
between nations. Wetnust therefore abandon this wrong
course and turn to the path of normal co-operation,
as the United Nations Charter provides.
48. Of course we are all aware that the dispatch of
spies to other countries and the organization of diversion
and sabotage are the inevitable concomitant of an
atmosphere of tension. We know what obstacles sucb
activities place in the way of co-operation between
nations.
49. This is a realm in which the United States could
do ttluchl very much. For instance, the United States_
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over Chinese territory, he offered no evidence as to
where it .had come down. If Mr. Malik is such an ex
pert as he poses to be upon the composition and the
activities and the efforts of other people's intelligence
services, it is a little odd that he did not himself tell
us where the aircraft crashed in Chinese territory. One
would have thought that it was a fairly simple question
for Mr. Malik to answer. China, Mr. Malik, is an aw
fully large place, and if we are to be asked to accept,
as we have been asked to accept, 'the evidence of the
Soviet Union against the scientific: evidence brought
by the competent United States authorities on behalf
of the United Nations Command, then, at least, one
would expect that the General Assembly would not
be treated with the contempt with which the Soviet
Union representative has treated it in launching vague
and unsupported accusations as to where this aircraft
happened to be shot down.

58. I noticed another thing about the speech of the
Soviet Union representative. I noticed that he made no
attempt whatever to answer my speech at the 505th
meeting, except-and I grant him this one! exception
that he invented a remark which in fact I never made.
I did not expect him to like my speech, but I did not
think that it would drive him to invent statements
that were never made. Mr. Malik said that I had claimed
that we, t1: ... United Nations Command, had 'repatriated
all the prisoners of war whom we took in the war in
Korea. And he went on to say that this was untrue
and that, for these reasons, the United .Narioas Com
mand was guilty of violating the armistice.

59. I never said that the United Nations Command
had repatriated all the prisoners of war whom they
took. I never said it because it is not true. It could
not be true. We did not repatriate, for we could not
repatriate, those prisoners of war who refused to go
back to Communist territory, for, under the Armistice
Agreement, we were specifically obliged not to repa
triate such prisoners, but rather to turn them over to
the, Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission. Mr.
Malik should read not only my speech, hut he should
also refresh his abundant memory with a further Per
usal of the terms of the Korean Armistice Agreement.:

60. Mr. Malik also complained that we should have
raised this matter in 'the Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission, and that we should not have brought it
before the United Nations. He claimed that the Neutral
Nations Repatriation Commission was the proper ma
chinery under the armistice to secure the release of
these prisoners. Let me refresh 'his memory for him
about the terms of the Armistice Agreement. Article IU,
which is headed, for ease of reference and reading,
"Arrangements relating to prisoners of war", says
this, in paragraph 51 (a): .

"Within sixty (60) days after this Armistice
Agreement becomes effective, each side shall, without
offering any hindrance, directly repatriate and hand
over in groups all those prisoners of war in its cus
tody who insist on repatriation to the side to which
they belonged at the time of capture."

I go on to quote paragraph 51 (b):
"Each side shall release all those remaining pris

oners o,f war, who are not directly repatriated •. .
and hand them over to the Neutral Nations Repa
triation Commission for disposition in accordance
with the provisions in the annex hereto".

could, we believe, refrain from enacting such laws as
Act 165 which provides for the appropriation of $100
million for espionage and subversion in other coun
tries. In particular, it is within the power of the United
States to stop sending spies to other countries. If it
does, there will be no more problems like the one we
are now considering. There will be no more worry
and anguish for the families of servicemen and civilians

. for the fate of their dear ones far away who are taking
part in a wrongful and unjust war or in intelligence
activity. The cessation of these practices of espionage
and sabotage could make an appreciable contribution
to the further reduction of tension in international
relations.
50. The draft resolution [AjL.182] proposed by the
United States and its allies in the Korean war fuily
confirms that its sponsors' intention is to win propa
ganda victories. Although the United States has been
unable to produce any evidence in support of its con
tention that the People's Republic. of China has in
some way failed to fulfil its obligation, the draft reso
lution demands that China should be condemned for
an alleged violation of the armistice in Korea and calls
upon the Secretary-General to settle this question by
31 December 1954. ·
51. The United States again wishes to hustle our
Organization into taking a dangerous course, in order
to obstruct any settlement of the urgent question of
the representation of the People's Republic of China
in the United Nations.Without the participation of
the People's Republic of China the United Nations
cannot function with full effectiveness.
52. .The draft resolution which the United States dele
.gation has proposed is contrary to the United Nations
Charter, v,1t the Korean Armistice Agreement and to
the interests and purposes of the United Nations. It
is a trick designed to distract attention from the situ-

. ation in the Far East, to hamper international co-
; operation and to envenom the international atmosphere.

53. In the interests of peaceful co-operation and of
justice the General Assembly must reject the United
States draft resolution.and must resist attempts to turn
our Organization into an instrument of propaganda
designed to aggravate international relations. The Gen-
eral Assembly must not allow the forum of the United
Nations to be used for the defence of spies or for the
dissemination of hate propaganda. The duty of the
United Nations is to defend the cause of peace and
peaceful co-operation among nations.
54. The Polish delegation therefore finnly opposes
the draft resolution proposed by the United States,
and appeals to all delegations to reject this draft reso
lution as one harmful to the United Nations.
55. Mr. NVTTING (tTnited Kingdom): I listened
attentively this afternoon to the speech made 'by Mr.
Yakov Malik, the representative of the Soviet Union.
I had thought that we might hear some new argument
or some new explanation which would at least merit
serious examination. We heard no such new argument.
56. Mr. Malik said that the aircraft in question was
shot down in China and not in North Korea. Yet, he
made no effort, no effort whatever, to refute the clear
scientific evidence of the course and flight of the aircraft
which is provided in the radar map which Mr. Lodge
has brought before us.
57. Furthermore, apart from throwing out the vague
ac~usation that the aircraft was shot down somewhere
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I am quoting from the United Nations document
5/3079. I trust that we shall not have any more accu
sations about faults on the part of the interpreters.
But Mr. Malik will agree, I trust, from these quotations
from this document that the Neutral Nations Repatria
tion Commission was set up to do one thing and to
do one thing only: to deal with prisoners of war who
refused to be repatriated, not with prisoners of war
who wished to be repatriated and who had been forcibly
detained by the other 'Side.

· 61. Is it suggested, if the Soviet delegation holds this
view, that the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commis
sion should have dealt witl- this problem that we have
brought before the United Nations? Is it suggested
in the Soviet argument that young men having set out
to spy for the United States, as is contended in the
accusation, are now so enamoured of their gaolers and

· so beloved of the Communist regime that they refuse
release and repatriation? Because those are the pris
oners who the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commis
sion had to deal with-those who refused release and
repatriation.
62. I would say this to the Soviet delegation in all
earnestness, seriousness and sincerity: The misery of
these men and their relatives is quite enough without
making a mockery of human suffering.

63. I want to make one more comment on the speech
of the Soviet representative. I noticed that he failed
to repeat the absurd contention that the Chinese People's
Government was not a signatory of the Armistice
Agreement. He had, as the Assembly will remember,
previously held this argument in committee. Yesterday,
however, I quoted his late colleague, Mr. Vyshinsky,
to show that his predecessor, at any rate, thought dif
ferently and admitted that the representative of the
Chinese People's Government had signed the Armistice
Agreement. It seems, therefore, that Mr. Malik has
lost this argument and that the Soviet delegation no
longer holds that China is not committed by the armi
stice terms, Well, if that is so-if they do not any
longer hold the argument that China is not committed
by the armistice terms-then I would 'Say to anyone
who casts or feels any particle of doubt about our draft .
resolution that there can be no doubt or question that
the detention of these prisoners by the Chinese authori
ties after 25 September 1953 is a clear violation of
the Armistice Agreement.

64. Apart from these false points and misquotations,
what did the speech of the Soviet representative amount
to? He repeated today the same theme ashe sounded
yesterday during the debate on inscription. I must say
that I feel almost sorry for the Soviet representative.
For one so able and skillful at manipulating a fair brief,
he must, I feel, have some resentment in being obliged
to stand up here on this podium in order to defend so

· obviously and absurdly weak a case and to read out, as
he has had to, to the General Assembly such a tissue
of palpable falsehood. I suppose it would be too much
to expect Mr. Malik to reverse his plea and to admit
the total lack; of evidence against these innocent men.
I suppose it would be too much to expect him to accept
the incontrovertible evidence of a breach of the Armi
stice Agreement and of subsequent undertakings by the
Communist negotiators at Panmunjom. But, neverthe
less, let us at any rate hope this-that it may be that
this debate and the weight of evidence and opinion
that it has produced will bring the Soviet Union, albeit

at this late hour, to reflect upon this issue and to seek
speedy means to right this wrong.
65. We listened yesterday [50Sth meeting] with great
attention to the moving and solemn speech from the
representative of the United States, and we have taken
note of its full exposition of the facts of this case. I
cannot believe that, having heard his exposition, any
serious and well-intentioned person can now feel any
doubt with regard to the facts in this case or the inevit
able conclusion which must be drawn from them. I
do not, therefore, wish to weary the Assembly with a
repetition of all the arguments which have already been
adduced in the debate on inscription, and to which I
myself drew attention yesterday. Having heard these
arguments, the Assembly gave overwhelming support
to the request for inscribing this item on its agenda.
I do not believe that it is now necessary to rehearse
them again.
66. The civilized world is now looking to the Assembly
to act without delay in the name of humanity and to
bend its efforts to secure the release of these unhappy
men for whom, and for whose families, every day and
every hour. that passes must be a terrible ordeal.
67. I should, however, like to say a few brief words
about the draft resolution. The action that we now call
upon the Assembly to approve is set out in very simple
terms in the draft now before us, which my delegation
indeed, I say, my country-has the honour to eo
sponsor. The facts in this case are known and admitted.
There can be no doubt that a clear violation of the
Korean Armistice Agreement has been perpetrated. I
have quoted from the relevant provisions of the Armi
stice Agreement. The Chinese announcement is clear
and unequivocal. The one must clearly be a breach and
a violation of the other. We are asking the General
Assembly to declare that the detention and imprison
ment of these eleven men, and the detention of all
other captured personnel of the United Nations Com
mand who desire repatriation, is a violation of the
Armistice Agreement. Can there be any doubt about
that? Let us not forget that, quite apart from these
eleven airmen detained and imprisoned on charges of
espionage, there are other unfortunate men, members
of the United Nations Command, who, despite their
desire to be repatriated, are still detained by the Chinese
authorities in violation of the Armistice Agreement.
68. We have before us, in document A/2843, a letter
from the representative of the United States referring
to the four American j et pilots whom the Chinese
authorities admit that they are 'S~ . holding in detention
despite the clear terms of the Armistice Agreement.
There may perhaps be other servicemen of the United
Nations Command, missing after operations during the
Korean hostilities and still unaccounted for who, like
these four jet pilots, are still languishing in detention.
If this is indeed the case, then they, too, are being
held in defiance of the Armistice Agreement.
69. We have asked for information about all detained
personnel. We have asked the Chinese authorities for
that information through the Military Armistice Com
mission. But Vie have got no information. The draft
resolution before us therefore includes specifically any
other men who may still be held. The "United Nations
must, in our submission, also assume responsibility for
their safety and for securing their release.
70. We are asking the Assembly, in the light of all
this knowledge, to condemn as contrary to the Armi-
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stice Agreement the trial and conviction of prisoners
of war i1leg~lly .detained. We are aski.ng our Secretary
General, acting m the name of the United Nations itself
to seek the release of these men. It is not, I sUbmit;
for the Assembly-and we would not ask the Assembly
-to lay down the method which the Secretary-General
should adopt to accomplish this grave task which we
se~k to entrust to him. yve ~ave, as Sir Percy Spender
said, every confidence In him, and we should leave it
to hi~ judgmen! to sel~ct !he most appropriate means
to gain our umted ob] ective. We are asking him to
shoulder a heavy responsibility. We are asking that
his. e~orts should be "continuing and unremitting".
It IS nght and proper, however, that he should be asked
to report on the progress that he makes and we have
suggested that this should be not- late; than 31 De
cember 1954. The sooner this draft resolution is adopted
the sO?ner will the Secretary-General be able to under~
tak~ ~lS tas~. I c.all upon my c?lle~guesin this Assembly
to join us m this appeal for Justice and fair treatment
for innocent.men. Let our voice go out today on behalf
of our soldiers, the soldiers of the United Nations
Let us join our endeavours for their release and fo;
the redemption of this terrible injustice.
71. Mr. TSIANG (China): Many of the speakers
who have preceded me have told us their immediate
reaction to the Peiping radio announcement of 23
November that eleven airmen of the United Nations
C?mmand had.been condeIn:ned by a so-called military
tnbunal to vanous terms of Imprisonment. The reaction
of these speakers may be fairly summarized in tv,'0
word~ : "astonishment" and "indignation". On the
mornmg of 24 November, when I read the news in
the morning papers, I had similar 'Sentiments. But in
addition to astonishment and indignation, I felt a deep
sense of shame. I was ashamed that any Chinese even
Communist Chinese, could be so brutal and so co~ard1y
as to mete out harsh and unjust treatment to defenceless
men.
72. I was not thinking at that moment of the prin
ciples of international law or of the terms of the Korean
~rmistic~ Agree~ent. I ~as not speculating about pos
sible United Nations action, United Nations debate or
United Nations resolutions. I was thinking of a group
of men of Chinese stock who could act so contrary to
Chinese sentiment and Chinese tradition and I won
dered what diabolic influence communis~ has on the
soul and spirit of people,
73.. My people have been usually regarded as a peace
loving people. Under normal circumstances, we Chinese
are peace-loving. Nevertheless, in the course crI three
thousand years of history, China has naturally had its
share of wars and therefore of prisoners of war. The
case of the eleven airmen is by no means the first time
China has had experience with prisoners of war. How
~o. we Chinese usually treat prisoners of war? I think
It IS unnecessary to go through the history of the treat
ment of prisoners of war in China.
!4. I would call the Assembly's attention to a previous
mstance when prisoners of war were handled in my
country. I refer to the period at the end of the Second
World War. In the winter of 1945, after the surrender
of Japan, my Government had on its hands 2,,)39 984

. Japanese prisoners of war. Of that number, a little ~ver
. 1,250,000 were Japanese military personnel, and about

784,000 were Japanese civilians. The physical problem
of handling 2 million prisoners of war was enormous.
Fortunately, the only problem we had was the physical

problem of transportation. With the substantial help
of the United States Government in the form of ships,
trucks and aeroplanes, my Government succeeded in
repatriating these 2 million prisoners of war to Japan
within approximately two years.
75. There was nothing special about that operation.
My Gov~e~t never claimed that the operation had
any special merit, What was extraordinary was the fact
that the people in my country accepted the Govern
ment's decision .to repatriate all the Japanese prisoners
of war. That CIrcumstance was rather extraordinary
because, after all, the Japanese had invaded my countrY
had occupied the eastern half, had sent aeroplanes t~
bombard defenceless cities in the rear had caused us
enormous suffering and had on oc~ion committed
atrocities. It would have been human for at least some
~roups in China to demand that the prisoners of war
m our hands should be harshly treated. But there was
no such dem~nd whatsoeyer..T~e J~panese prisoners
of war travelling from points In the interior on trains
ships and trucks, or marching on foot to their ships'
were not on even one occasion molested by the crowds:
The Government and people in my country regarded
the decent treatment of these prisoners of war as a
matter of course. .
76. Now, that action, that type of treatment was in
accordance with Chinese sentiment and Chine~e tradi
tion. The present action of the Communists in Peiping
in.condemn!ng thest; innocent people to terms of im
prisonment IS un-Chinese, In my mind and in the minds
of the Chinese people, the statement that those Com
munists are un-Chinese is about as harsh a condemna
tion as I could pronounce.
77. The other aspects of this problem-the terms of
the Kor~ armistice, the story of espionage, the plea
of neutrality made by the Chinese Communists, and
'~o forth-have been analysed eloquently and convinc
mgly by many speakers who have preceded me, notably
the representatives of the United States and of the
United Kingdom. I f~el that it is unnecessary to add
to the arguments which have been adduced on those
aspects. '
78. . In my delegation's opinion, the draft resolution
before the Assembly is 'simple, clear, correct and
moderate. I know that the sponsors of the draft reso
lution purposely made the terms moderate. In the free
world, moderation means strength and .moral self
assurance. But I am not sure that the Communist world
ev~uates.moderat!-on in the same way. While my dele
gation will vote In favour of the draft resolution I
must express my anxiety that the moderation of the
free world may be interpreted by the Communists as
weakness.
79. Mr, ENGEN (Norway) : The purpose of this de
bate and of the draft resolution now before the Assem
bly .is to se:k the release from Chinese captivity of all
United Nations Command oersonnel men who in ac-

dance with r~' ,cor lance WIt the Korean Armistice Agreement should
~ave been repatriated by 25 September 1953. '1'11 par
ticular, we seek to effect the release of the eleven mem
bers of the B-29 bomber crew who are referred to in
document A/2830 and the four jet pilots who are re
ferred to in document A/2843. The facts in this case,
as we see them, are the following.
80. First, the United Nations Command has declared
that these fifteen officers and men belonged to the forces
under that Command and were reported missing during
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the Korean conflict. .We accept that declaration, and
we stress the .fact that those men were uniformed mili
tary personnel performing an assignment of a dearly
military nature. .
81. Secondly, on 10 June 1954, in Geneva, United
States Ambassador Mr. U. Alexis Johnson submitted
to the representative of the People's Republic of China
a list of missing military and civilian personnel who, it
was believed, were still in Chinese custody. This list
included the names of the fifteen Air Force officers and
men to whom I referred a moment ago.'

82. Thirdly, on 21 June 1954-that. is, eleven days
later-the representative of the People's Republic .0£
China acknowledged to the United States representative
that the eleven crew members of the B-29, plus the four
jet pilots, were being detained in Chinese custody, and
that three other members of the B-29 crew had died
from injuries suffered in bailing out of the damaged
aircraft. .
83. Fourthly, on 23 November 1954, the Peking radio
announced that the Chinese miHtary tribunal had im
posed prison sentences on the eleven crew members of
the B-29 bomber, They had been accused and convicted.
of espionage.
84. Fifthly, the Korean Armistice Agreement, to which
the People's Republic of China is a party, stipulates in
article Ill, paragraphs 51 and 54, that all prisoners of
war shall, within 60 days after the Agreement becomes
effective-that is, by 25 September. 1953-either be re
patriated directly or delivered over to the Neutral Na
tions Repatriation Commission. A:C'OOI"ding to informa
tion received fromspokesmen for the Government of the
People's Republic of'China-information to which I have
already referred in this statement-the fifteen officers
and men were not repatriated or delivered over to the
Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission, in accord
ance with the Armistice Agreement.

85. Sixthly, as to whether the Armistice Agreement
permitted the Chinese Government to detain prisoners
of war because they had committed any kind of crime
before or after their capture, there is the clear and com
prehensive statement from the official spokesman of the
Chinese Government on this point. At the 16th meeting
of the Mi,litary Armistice Commission held at Panmun
jom on 31 August 1953, the Chinese representative said
this:

"Our side has repeatedly stated that our side will
repatriate before the conclusion of the repatriation
operation ali captured personnel of your side who in
sist upon repatriation, including those prisoners of
war who have committed crimes before or after their
capture."

86. These facts have led my delegation to the con
clusion that the Chinese Government, by failing to repa
triate these fifteen officers and men within the stipulated
date, has acted in violation of the Korean Armistice
Agreement. The wording of this Agreement and the
interpretation of it given by the representative of the
Chinese Government preclude the signatories from de
taining in their custody after the stipulated date any
captured military personnel from the other side for
any reason whatsoever.
87. Here, the Armistice Agreement is the supreme in
strument for guiding the behaviour of the parties. Thus
there can be no doubt about the obligations of the par
ties, including the Chinese Government, in this respect.

For this reason alone, my delegation, even if we had no
knowledge of the additional facts, would have been pre
pared to support efforts to seek the release of these pris
oners of war who are itI1egally detained.
88. As for the additional facts and the circumstances
confronting us here, my delegation would like to make
the following observations. The conviction of the eleven
airmen for spying cannot, even if the verdicts of the
Chinese military tribunal were justified, relieve the Chi
nese Govemment of its obligations under the Armistice
Agreement to release and repatriate these prisoners.
This, we hold, must be absolutely clear for the reasons
I have already given, reasons, I would like to stress,
which are based on the Agreement itself and on the
Chinese interpretation of it. Both parties to this Agree
ment are obliged to release all prisoners of war .even
those "who have committed crimes before or after their
capture", to use the Chinese representative's own words.
Even if intrusion into the Chinese air space during the
war was considered as a crime by i.lle Chinese authorities,
this still does not relieve them of their obligation under
the Armistice Agreement to repatriate those prisoners
of war.
89. Furthermore, I should like to say that with respect
to the trial and conviction of these officers and men, the
whole burden of truth rests with the Chinese authori
ties. They have informed us that the convicted men
confessed their alleged crimes, but we have had abun
dant experience to show that confessions by defendants
in cases of this nature merely serve to strengthen our
scepticism as to the validity of any verdict based on this
kind of evidence. Since we hold that the question of
whether these men are guilty or not guilty is irrelevant
as regards the clear obligations of the Chinese Govern
ment under the Armistice Agreement to release them, I
shall not endeavour to go into a detailed examination of
the information emanating from the Chinese side in this
case. I will merely state that my delegation is com
pletely unconvinced 'by this information with respect to
the guilt of these men.
90. In conolusion, I should like to express my Govern
merit's deep sympathy with the families of these pris
oners and of all prisoners of war still detained. by the
other side in the Korean conflict. It is our ardent hope
that the Government of the People's Republic of China
'Will acknowledge the compelling humanitarian reasons
behind the actionwhich the General Assembly will take
in this matter and that it also will appreciate correctly
what kind of attitude will serve its own best interests
when the Secretary-General begins to carry out the di£
ficult and delicate assignment which we are about to
give him.
91. So far as the Norwegian delegation is concerned,
we pledge our full support to this draft resolution and
to the Secretary-General in his effort to implement it.
92. Mr. PALAMARCHUK (Ukrainian Soviet Social
ist Republic) (translated from Russian): The delega
tion of the Ukranian SSR has carefully studied. the
documents and materials relating to the United States
complaint concerning the detention and conviction by a
military tdbuna:l of the People's Republic of China of
persons alleged to be serving under the United Nations
Command. The first conclusion we have reached as a
result of our consideration of all the circumstances con-

. necte-' with this matter is that the complaint the United
States has submitted for consideration by the General
Assembly is completely unfounded and has nothing to
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do with the United Nations. It is 'based on a number of 99 The so-called radar map which has been submitted
entirely unconfirmed allegations which are contrary to to' us today does not make any more convincing t!te
the facts. United States delegation's argument that the B-29 31r-

• eel craft was brought down over Korean territory, because
93. Let us turn first to the factual side of the. U!Ut the preparation of such a map does not in fact present
States complaint. It has been analy~ed convIn01n:~ly any difficulties. It is no accident that many representa-
and in detail in a statement by Mr. Maiik, represen~tive . ef d thi 00 t th altho O1h
of the SOV'1'et Union, and the sole reason for making a tives pr erre to say no ng al U ~ e map, . _Ub '

Mr. Nutting lost all sense of proportion and aeolaimed
brief reference to the most important facts is that they it as a piece of scientific evidence. At the time in ques-
are essential to a correct understanding of the item under tion, however, the flight plan of anyone of the thou-
consideration by the General Assembly. It is particu- sands of aircraft flying over the territory of North Korea

' lady necessary to do this ~ecau~e repeated attem~s are could have been traced on the radar map. The map does
being made during the discussion to deny and distort not add a grainof evidence to S1.1JPP?rt the United Sta~es
the facts on the strength of unsubstantiated statements, delegation's assertion .that the United States B-29 air-
merely because they are un.paJIataJble in some quarters. craft was not flying over the territory of the People's
94. As established by the tribunal, d~ing with ~e Republic of China.
case, the United States spies, of.whom thl~een a:~ O1U- 100. The fact is that the aircraft in question, which was
zens of the United States and nine are Chinese CItizens, brought down on 12 January 1953 over the provin~e of
had committed crimes which seriously threatened the Liaoning in the territory of the People's Republic of
security of the People's Repulblic of China. These spies China, and the United States spies travelling in it, had
belonged to two groups. One of them, the 581'st Air entered the territory of the People's Republic of China
Resupply and Communications Wing, was headed: by the with criminal intent. This is confirmed by the evidence
United States officer, Colonel Arnold. 'Under him was produced at the trial, particularly the statements of
Major Baumer, Commander of the United States 91'St the accused themselves. Thus, Colonel Amold of the
Strategic Reconnaissance Squadron in the Far East. United States 581stA:r Resupply and Communications
To the other group belonged John Thomas Downey ~d Wing stated at the trial that his Wing had not been
Richard George Feeteau, both of whom were speeial posted to the Korean theatre of war, but was attached
agents of the Central Intelligence Agency of the United to the United States Central Intelligence Agency, and
States espionage organization. that its function was to dropagentsfrom aircraft.Jceep
95. Downey and Fecteau were seized on the night of them supplied and evacuate them.
29 November 1952 after being flown in United States 101. InMew of the fact that a United. States aircraft
aircraft to north-east China, establishin'g contact with carrying United States spies who had entered the terri-
other agents who had been dropped from aircraft and tory of China for the purpose of carrying out criminal
delivering supplies to them. Their aircraft was brought assignments directed against the Chinese people was
down. brought down over the territory of the People's Repub-
96. The 581st Air Resupply and Communleatlons lie of 'China, it was quite natural that these should have
Wing, ooII1m3;11deid .by Arnold, a1~ ¥ the task of .en- been justly sentenced on the basis of and in accordance
gaging in espionage under the direction of the United with the laws of the People's Republic of China,
States Central Intelligence Agency. The functions of 102. On the basis of a contradictory version, according
the Wing were to drop.speciall agents. in ~hina from ~he to which the convicted Americans were in aircraJft which
air' to keep them supplied and to maintain contact With were attacked over Korean territory '15 miles south of
th~m. The personnel of this Wing under the command the Ya:1u river, the delegation of the United States af
ofVaadi and Ghapelle was attached to the 91'st Strategic America is attempting to maintain that the detention and
Reconnaissance Squadron of the United States Bomber imprisonment of these men is.a violation of the Korean
Command in the Far East, the prinoipal reconnaissance Anni'stice Agreement. On this basis, if it can he called
objectives of which were China and the Soviet Union. a basis, Mr. Lodge wishes to place the United States
On 12 Janua:r~ 1953, Amold ~d Bau~er ~ntered t~e spies in the category of "prisoners of war" so as to help
air space of China over the province of L~aonJ:ng. Tl~e1J1" them to evade their legal punishment. But these argu-
aircraft was brought down. Eleven spies, all United ments, too, fall to the ground the moment they are set
States citizens were captured. beside the evidence which the representative of the
97. Thus the persons whom an attempt is now being Soviet union has already adduced in his speech and the
made to place. under United Nations protection were confessions of the United States agents themselves.
seized on Chinese territory. Their tasks im::luded the 103. As a number of representatives, includi.ng the rep-
organization of espionage, subversive activity and armed resentative of Syria have rightly pointed out, the crime

. revolt against the lawful Government of the People's Re- of espionage is a serious crime against the security of a
public of China, that is to say, crimes constituting a seri- State. The conviction of persons for espionage is a mat-
ous threat to the security of China; and in accordance ter which faJ1J:s exclusively within the domestic [urisdie-
with the generally accepted principles of intert,1ationaJ tion of the State on whose territory the crime was C01D.-
law, they were Justly sentenced according to the laws mitred, No one can deny that every State has the right
of the country on whose territory their crimes were to impose penalties ~oth on its ~wn nation~ and alie!l'S
committed. in respect of the c~~ of espionage c~tted on. ilts
98. All that the United States representative and some territory. In the opinion of the Ukranian delegation,
of the representatives supporting him could find to say therefore, the attempt to persuade the General Assembly
in reply to these obvious facts was that the aircraft in to interfere in the matter of the conviction of United
which the Americans brought to trial were flying was States spies by a tribunal of the People's Republic of
shot down fifteen miles south of the Yalu river. There China is tantamount to intervention in the domestic
is no evidence, however, to support that statement: affairs of China and a violation of its sovereignty, It is
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contrary to Article 2, paragraph 7, of the United Nations
Charter, which provides that the United Nations cannot
intervene "in matters which are essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of any State". The so-called com
plaint of the United States has nothing in common with
the aims and tasks of the United Nations.

104. It should also be Pointed. out that the crimes ex
posed at the triall of the United. States spies in the Pe0
ple's Republic of China are only a few of the manifesta
tions of the hostile, subversive aotivity being conducted
by United States intelligence agencies on a large scale
against China, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and the European peoples' democracies, It is a matter
of common knowledge that, for three successive years,
the United States has been making legislative provision
under the so-called Mutual Security Act for the appro
priation of $100 million for the organization of sabotage
and diversionist aotivities against the Soviet Union and
the peoples' democracies.
105. The destination of these millions of dollars ap
propriated by the United. States Congress may be judged
from a number of facts which have recently become
known. This year alone, the competent Soviet agencies
have reported that Khramtsov and Galai, Yakuta and
Kudriavtsev, agents dropped by the United States in
telligence service with instructions to collect information
about industrial and military installations and carry out
diversionist activities, were captured in the territory of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

106. Subversion and espionage 3JI'e also being con
ducted in the Ukranian SSR by United States agencies
which make use of an insignificant group of Ukrainian
nationalists, enemies and betrayers of the Ukranian peo
ple, who served. Hitler during the Second Wo1'11d War
and have now gone over to the service of the United
States intelligence agencies.
107. In May 1954, the Ukranian security services C81>
tured a parachutist-spy of the United States intelligence
service, Okhrimovich, who stated that he had been
trained in one of the specially organized school's for
spies and diversionists in the vilJ1age of Kauferbein, near
Munich. On leaving the school, he W'aIS SUJPPlied by
United States intelligence officers with portable radio
receiving and transmitting apparatus, secret codes, poi
son, weapons, forms and seals for forged documents, and
Soviet and foreign money; he was then taken to the
airfield at Wiesbaden, near F~ankfort-am:-lM'ain, from
which he was conveyed at night in a twin-engined air
craft without distinguishing marks, and dropped 'by
parachute in Ukranian territory.
108. The United States intelligence service gave Okh
rimovich the following assignment: on arrival in the
Ukraine, he was to organize a group of criminals for
thepurpose of collecting information by espionage, and
preparing and carrying out diversionist and terrorist
acts against the Soviet people. Okhrimovich tried to
fulfiU this assignment, but was arrested and unmasked;
he made a fUJ11 confession of guilt and was punished
accordingly, All these acts of espionage and diversion
evoked general indignation among the peace-loving
Ukranian people.
109. The United States made use of the Korean war
to organize hostile activities against the People's Repub
lic of China of a scope and character hitherto UDpaT
alleled, Hundreds and hundreds of cases are known of
the violation of China's air space by United. States air-

craft, such violations being accompanied not only by States del
reconnaissance but also by the borobing' of Chinese other Stat
towns and villages. For the purposes of carrying out Charter OJ
their espionage and diversionist activities against the to the Or~

People's Republic of China, the United States intelli- 116. Mr
gence service are using not only citizens of the United be brief.
States but also a group of traitors to the Chinese people Soviet Ut1
who have taken refuge in Taiwan, have tried
110. The Chinese island of Taiwan, which has been very seno
seized by the United States armed forces, is being used nons. Le
as a military stronghold for the training of bands of 117. Aft
spies and diversionists as well as individual agents and b the r
their dispatch to the territory of the People's Republic of Jnited';<
China, One of the reports on the criminal activities of - .t_~ detent
these diversionists states, for example, that at the be- tI~... rsc
ginning of this year a band of seventeen diversionists :Z17s 1i
penetrated into the territory of the province of Kwang- solution
tung by orossing Honghai bay. The frontier garrison ~e the sb
and security services ofthe People's Republic of China ."1 order
sarrounded the diversionists and some of them were Korea so
captured, Thirteen automatic rifles, fifteen pistols, ex- '
plosives, codes and radio transmitters were captured 118: Th4
at the same time. The interrogation of the arrested duties u~
men revealed. that they were agents of an espionage reSJ?Onde<:
organization directed and financed by the Centre! Intel- lective ad
Iigence Agency of the United States and having its head- also our (
quarters in Japan. lmprisone
111. It is clear from the evidence given at the recent ;rnJs ff ~
trial of United States spies now under discussion . u y
that Kuomintang and United States agents operate article II
jointly in China under the direction of the United States arrangi
Central Intelligence Agency. .para~1?

112 Th U . ed CL.., d 1 . . .. hi who mSI'S.. ne mt States e egart:ion IS rarsmg t 'S ques- longed. at
!ion of the L!nited.States spies convicted in 0rlna, first, 119. It 1
114 order to intensify the propaganda campaign of hos- U ·tOO S~
~lity and enmity against the People's Republic of China, fntl h de

:1..,. n· al infl and • of 0 newnose mtema 'on I uence importance as one a1 r
the greatest world Powers is increasing daily, irrespec- _1.° awth, .:
. ~ h h this sui h uli irel of .£.1. ClI!!Ler' ettive er W et er OT not ' s suits t e r ng Cl es .L'Ue th

United States, and secondly, in order to distract the ofet~eJQ
attention of world public opinion from the acts of t th e 161
aggression it has been carrying out for a considerable a. ~ F
period against the People's Republic of China. :M:~:ate
113. ~he s~zttt"e by the.United. Sta~es armed forc~ of represent
the Chinese Island of Taiwan, the flights by Amencan Kingdom
aircraft: over the territory of the People's Republic of light: of t1
China, the invasion of Ohinese territorial waters by oners of
naval forces, the acts of piracy committed. by me Kuotnlo charges (
intang in the area of the China seas, thus interfering them is :
with the freedom of navigation of a number of States-> bythe de
all these are links in the chain of aggressive acts which elude. th(
are creating a threat to the peace in the Far East. It is before or
precisely these matters with which the United. Nations '120 At
should seriously concern itself, and not the defence and done by 1
prote~on of spi~ an~ div~sionists?ispatched to other so-called
countries by certain circles In the United States. into accc
114. The consideration of the United States complaint legitimat,
relating'to the conviction of United States spies in uniform
China and of the draft resolution aimed at the People's apparel 'V

Republic of China proposed by a group of States have ting off (
nothing to do with strengthening peace and international other cot
collaboration and are contrary to the purposes and prin- 121. W
ciples of the United Nations. it seems
115. For an the reasons I have stated, the delegation known ~
of the Ukranian SSR objects to and will vote against generally
the draft resolution on this item proposed by the United such as
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are only too well known. In this case, the word in ques
tion is "spy", which, in the generally accepted sense,
means a person who always surreptitiously and often
under some disguise operates in enemy territory for
the benefit of the other side. A person in the uniform
of his own country is, according to a long established
Me of the laws of war, never a spy. It is this generally
accepted meaning of the word "spy" that is thrown over
board by the Soviet Union delegation and those who
spoke in the same sense, and is replaced by another
notion, a wholly different one. A spy, according to
those delegations, is any-one who, in the uniform of his
own country, carries out a mission in another country;
and this even if, as the Soviet Union representative
contended, there is no state of war between the two
countries concer-ed,
122. Surely this is giving _ meaning to the word
"spy" which it has never had before and, morever, a
meaning which is at variance with ail common sense,
because it must needs lead to rather absurd conclusions.
Finally, the argument br-ought forward by the Soviet
Union and its political friends, according to which the
Government of the People's Republic of Ohina is not
bound by the terms of the Armistice Agreement, has, I
think, been sufficiently refuted by the representative of
the United Kingdom, Mr. Nutting, when he invoked
no less an authority than the late Mr. Vyshinsky who,
in his speech before the General Assembly on 28 Augu'st
1953, [430th meeting] , acknowledged that the Armistice
Agreement had been signed by "the representative" of
the People's Republic of China."

123. But even apart from that, it is obvious that the
Government of the detaining Power, if it holds that it is
not itself directly responsible for the violation of the
Armistice Agreement, has full power and fnU control
over those of its nationals who were responsible for this
violation, and the controlling authority could in any
event easily undo the wrong that has been done. This
wrong, by whomsoever committed cannot, however, be
passed over in silence.
124. In the ligLt of what I have just said, it is there
fore clear that those responsible for the detention, im
prisonment and non-repatriation of the military person
nel mentioned in the joint draft resolution have violated
the Armistice Agreement and in. particular article III
thereof. It is the dear duty of the United Nations,
under whose banner these now imprisoned men went
out to repel aggression, and in particular the duty of
this General Assembly to assert its authority and its
influence to obtain the speedy release of those prisoners
of war who should have already been released as early
as 25, September 1953.
125. It is for that reason that my delegation has 00
sponsored the draft resolution [AjL.182] which is now
before the General Assembly and which we earnestly
hope will be adopted by an overwhelming majority.

126. Mr. HOPPENOT (France) (translated from
French): During the debate in the General Committee
on the question of putting this item on the agenda, my
delegation stated that in its opinion the responsibility
of the United Nations was involved in the fate of the
eleven American airmen who were arrested by the Chi
nese authorities while carrying out an operational flight
under the orders of the Unified Command.
127. These men were fighting under the United Na~
tions flag; they were in the uniform worn by all the
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States delegation and the delegations of a number of
other States [AjL.182] as being incompatible with the
Charter of the United Nations and seriously detrimental
tothe Or-ganization's prestige and authority.
116. Mr. VON BALLUSECK. (Netherlands) : I shall
be brief. Some other delegatk "ts, amongst them the
Soviet Union delegation and its closest political friends,
have tried to drown this comparatively simple, though

; been very serious, matter in a flood of irrelevant eonsidera- .
~ used nons. Let us go back to the fundamental facts.
MS of 117. After the very able and convincing presentation
t~.and by the representatives of the United States and of the
~ IC of United Kingdom of the case now before us concerning
~les~ - the detention and imprisonment of United Nation's mili
; e . tary personnel in violation of the Armistice Agreement,
tonists there is little I can usefully add in support of. the draft
,~g- resolution which has been submitted to the Assembly
~son by the sixteen nations which contributed armed forces

na in order to repel aggression against the Republic of
'[ were Korea, some of whose soldiers are still not set free,
5, ex
otured 118. The soldiers who, in the performance of their
Tested duties under the United Nation'S Unified Command,
ionage responded to the caJll of the Security Council for 001-
Intel- lective action to protect collective security-and that is
head- also our own security-s-and who are still detained and

imprisoned, are and should be fully covered by the
terms of the. Korean Armistice .Agreemenc concluded on
27 July 1953, and more particularly by the terms of
article III of that Agreement which deals with the
arrangements relating to prisoners of war. According to
paragraph 51 of that Agreement, al1 prisoners of war

.who insist on repatriation to the side to which: they be
longedat the time of capture shall be repatriated.
119. It has been recalled. 'by the representatives of the
United States and of the United Kingdom that the duty
of the. detaining side to repatriate all prisoners of war
also applies to those who committed crimes before or
~er their capture. This was explicitly recognized. by
the representatives o£ the Korean People's Anny and
of the Chinese People's Volunteers in their statement
at the 16th meeting of the Military Armistice Commis
sion in Panmunjom on 31 August 1953. The text of
this statement has been quoted in the speeches of the

ces of representatives of the United States and the United
eriean Kingdom and I shaHtherefore not repeat it. But in the
>lie of light of that statement, the question whether these pris
~rs by oners of war are or are not guilty of the particular
~uom- charges of espionage which have been levelled against
fering them is irrelevant, since, I repeat, it was recognized
ates-« by the detaining side that repatriation would have to in
which elude. those prisoners of war who committed crimes
:. It is before or after their capture.
ati'ons 120. At the same time, I would point out-as has been
:e and done by previous spea.kers-that the charges against the
other so-called spies can hardly be taken seriously if one takes

into account the fact that these fliers undertook their
legitimate military assignment in the regular military
uniform of their country, which is hardly the kind of
apparel which any sane person would choose when set
ting off on an espionage mission in the territory of an
other country.
121. We are confronted here with one of those cases,
it seems to me, where Communist notions give a well
known word a completely different meaning from. that
genera11y accepted. everywhere else; for instance, words
such as "liberty", "democracy", "justice" and others
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his appearance in any Chinese viUage-and I know Iron Cu
something about this from personal experience-used to ~~~:~
be the signal for the entire neighbourhood to gather
round, in a spirit of friendly curiosity. It would be 134. A
harder saU in time of war. If the special services of material
the Unified Command used intelfigence agents in Chin- ous1y di
ese territory-s-and I do not imagine that the Command temed. (
of the Chinese Volunteers abstained from doing so in their tre
the rear of the Unified Command-i-I presume that they ments w
relied preferably on local personnel. The idea that vention
these services might drop American or European agents of war 1

-what is more, in their uniform'S--'by parachute for Agreelllo
purposes of espionage is, if I may say so, too absurd 135. T
to be entertained for a singie moment. Decemb
131. I know that one absurd idea more or less does not patriati~
make muoh difference to us this evening. The Polish oordancc
representative's speech just now gave us an unfortunate of the G
example of what I can only call imaginative delirium. fled Co!
We heard him declare that one of the main tasks of had mac:
these spies disguised as military personnel was to pick ment of
up agents previously dropped in China, an operation that it v
which the aircraft accomplished without landing! lam and rau
not an airman ; but, like many of you, I have some 136. T
elementary idea of flying and of navigation in tl',,:: air, on arric
How can anyone imagine an aircraft of the dimensions claimui,
and power of a B-29 hedge-hopping at flying speed and prosecu1
somehow or other picking up agents and carrying them them un
off non-stop into space without killing them or itself the Cze
crashing? Did they catch hold of a ladder as it flew by1 Conven1
Or were they sucked toward's the aircraft by some sort an areic
of vacuum-cleaner, or drawn to it by a magnet? I can repatri'B.~

see no other way in which the operation could have ties", Cl

been carried out. Really, after listening to such fanciful of war ~
ideas, how can we believe in the good faith of those who guised a
produce them in support of their accusationsf for espi
132. To return to my argument: if the men in question But the
were indeed arrested in Chinese territory, they had cer- the Gen
tainly not gone there of their own free will or under 107, wb
orders. Their presence there can only be explained as out whi<
clue to force majeure, like that of sailors ship-wrecked Power.
on the shores of an enemy country. It was the conse- the Pro
quence, undesired by them, of W2:r action, of an act of weeks b
combat. During the two world wars there weee many war is e:
cases of airmen from belligerent countries coming down or furn~
in neutral territory in similar circumstances ; in accord- the char
ance with international law, the Government of the ter- which 11
ritory in question merely interned them until the end tecting:
of hostilities. That is the procedure that should have tence m
been followed by the Peking Government, which claimed Power,
to be neutral in the Korean conflict. Under the peculiar of appec
conditions of this war and the amhiguity of the Peking 137. 11
Government's own position, one might have understood no naH<
it, in a pinch, if that Government had handed the men This ev
over to the command of its volunteers or to the North Conveh1
Korean Command. But to regard them and to treat them tection 4

as 'spies in the circumstances I have mentioned is a de- request
, fiance of human good sense. The claim that their subse- national

quent sentencing is justified in view of their alleged tee of tl
confessions is in our opinion an inadmissible claim. nons pe
133. I do not wish to dwell on this point £or I do not provisio
wish to introduce an emotional element into the debate. ple's R€
Suffice it to remind you that a confession in itself never' . tional C
constitutes proof; in no court can it ever be divorced they we
from the circumstances in which it was elicited or front thus-to<
the facts tending to confirm its spontaneity and sincerity. by the (
We all know under what conditions the confessions of
acre-sed persons are extracted on the other side of the

troops serving under.' that flag; their status and their
rights are protected, not only by the international con
ventions defining the status, rights and duties of all
belligerents and an prisoners of war, but also by the
special agreements concluded between the Unified Com
mand, on the one hand, and the Command of the North
Korean and Chinese forces, on the other.

128. Our responsibility towards them is even greater
than that of their own Government. Our Organization
cannot evade that responsibility without betraying its
principles and its mission; it owes it to itself to do every
thing in its power to secure the release of these men
from the unjustified detention to which they have been
subjected. That should be the sole purpose of the de
bate which started two days ago in this Assembly. As
our President so aptly pointed out at the beginning of
the discussion, we should avoid. incroducing into our
speeches anything that would militate against the
achievement of these aims. We are not here to engage in
a propaganda campaign; and we should refrain from
doing anything which might exacerbate passions and
thus inevitably stiffen opposition, bring up questions of
national. prestige, and finally make these elevenmen the
hostages of our political and ideological conflicts. Their
case should not become, as it were, £resh fuel for the
flames of our discord. The Assembly owes it to itself
and to them to take up their cause with the moderation
and dignity with which just causes are defended. Our
aim is to rescue them, by the quickest andmost effective
means, from their present unmerited misfortune; in
everything we do and say we should be guided by the
single purpose of restoring them to their homes and
families. The language we use, which will later be re
flected in the appeal to their captors which the Secretary
General Wlioll} make on our behalf, must be the language
of reason, of law and of humanity.
129. With regard to the circumstances of their capture
and detention, I will confine myself to the following
remarks. It seems to have been established that the
aircraft carrying these men on a perfectly legitimate
operational flight was attacked by enemy aircraft over
North Korean territory about fifteen miles from the
Chinese frontier. At normal cruising speed, and aircraft
of that type cover such a distance in a few minutes. . It
is possible, and even probable, that the aircraft, crippled
and no longer manoeuverable, crashed in Chinese ter
ritory. It is possible, and even probable, that the crew
on bailing out also landed in Chinese territory. One
hypothesis, however, seems to me to be entirely ruled
out, and that is that these eleven men could have been
deliberately parachuted into China in order to carry
out espionage activities there in uniform. That is the
contention on which the entice position of the Soviet
bloc representativeshere is based; its arbitrariness is
so patent that I feel almost embarrassed to point it out.

130. Throughout .he First Wor.1d Warand during the
first ten rr-onths of the Second World War, my country
e~erienced'! -.~nsive enemy espionage in its territory.
The enemy spies madeuse of every possible disguise:
they were arrested dressed as Peasants, as post-office or
railway officials, as priests and even as nuns. I can
assure you that none was disguised as an officer of the
Reichstoehr or Wehrmacht. I may add that no intelli
gence service would dream of using Europeans or Amer
icans for espionage in. China itself, The prime attri
bute of a good Spy is invisibility, It was hard for a
European to pass unnoticed in China even in peace time:

I
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antees which it prescribes, Even if we admit-which
we do not, but it is what the Czechoslovak delegation
c1aims-that the airmen's trial was authorized by article
119 of the Geneva Convendon, the fui<1ure to comply
with toe precise conditions for itsapplication which are
laid down in articles 104-107 vitiates that application
and renders null and void the procedure followed and
the sentences imposed.

138. But the Geneva Convention contains another 3Jt"
ticle, the provisions of which should occupy a dominant
place throughout this debate. I refer to ardole 6, which
expressly states:

"Prisoners of war shall continue to have the benefit
of such agreements as I"ng as the Convention is 3Ip
plieable to them, except where . . . more favourable
measures have been taken with regard to thenll by
one or other of the Parties to the conflict."

Now, in the Armistice Agreement the two panties to the
conflict had by mutual agreement adopted a measure
for the benefit of· their respective prisoners which was
even more favourable than tlhat set forth in the Geneva
Convention; while the laJtter admits that, under certain
conditions and subject to certain safegu3l1'ds, prisoners
may be retained after the close of hostilimes to serve
sentences imposed on.them, the Armistice Agreement, in
paragraphs 51 and 54, obliged each side to repatriate
all those prisoners of war who insisted on repatriation..
There was no provision for etteptions to this' obligation,
not even il} the opinion of the other party, who at the
16th meeting of the Am1istice Commission on 31 Augu'st
1953 made a fonna1 statement, whioh has been quoted
several times, to the effect that this obligation even cov
ered "prisoners of war who bave committed crimes
before or after their capture".

139. If the eleven captured Amerimns are therefore
pr-isoners of war, as no one can doubt they are and as
the Czechoslovak delegation explicitly acknowJledged by
invoki,ng-a'lJbeit incorreotly""":the Geneva Convention in
connection with them, then, whatever the conditions
under which they were captured whatever the "crimes",
even, of which the Chinese courts believed they could
convict them, we are perfectly entitled to claim for them
the benefit of both article 6 of the Geneva Convention
and paragraph 51 of the Ann.istice Agreement and to
denounce the violt3Jtion of these contractual internationaJI
obligation'S which their continued detention represents.

140. I wiltl say no more about our legal position. The
outline I have traced---to which many details could be
added, and. have been, by other speakers-should, in
my opinion, suffice to carry conviction with any person
of good faith.
141. Nor wiU I dwell on the question wheth't'l" other
procedures of appeal against the treatment of these men
could have been more thoroughly explored, though I was
struck, as many listeners must have been, by the SwedIsh
representatives remarks in this oonnexion. There is no
point in oohducting a post-mortem on the past'and
wondering whether more'discreet methods whicJh have

, proved effective in recent cases should have been. em
ployed. The ease wi,th which we are concerned is such
a flagrant violation of international law, and the pub
licity itt has received in the opposing camp has been SO
defiantJ that one cannot but deeply sympathize with the
feelings of the American people about the faJt:e meted
out to eleven of its bravest sons, and with its legitimate
desire to appeal to world public opinion, In any case..
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Iron Curtain; In one case, too recent for us to have
forgotten it, we learned this from the Government of the
Soviet Union itself.
134. After being captured under these conditions, the
roater.ial circumstances of which do not seem to be seri
ously disputed, these men should have been either in
temed or regarded as prisoners of war; and as such
their treatment should have been governed by the instru
ments which cover their status, namely the Geneva Con
vention of 1949 relative in the treatment of prisoners
of war 1 and the relevant provisions of the Armieti'Ce
Agreement, once it W{~$ signed.
135. The General Assembly resolution 610 (VII) of 3
December 1952 had declared that the release and re
patriation of prisoners of war should be effected in ac
cordance with the Geneva Convenrtion. The provisions
of the Geneva Convention were binding upon the Uni
fied Command under the terms of the OO11U11itment it
had made. They were also binding upon the Govern
ment of the People's Republic of China, which declared
that it would abide by all the treaties previously signed
and ratified by the National Government of Ohina.

136. The Czechoslovak representative took his stand
on areiele 119 of the Geneva Convention, which, he
claimui, upheld the right of the Chinese Government to
prosecute and sentence these eleven men and to detain
them until they had served their sentence, Incidentally,
the Czechoslovak delegation, by invoking the Geneva
Convention in connexion with these men, and specifically
an article of section H, part IV entieled "Release and
repatriation of prisoners of war at the close of hostili
mes", expressly acknowledges their status as prisoners
of war and not as unspecified individuals per-haps dis
guised as m~litary personnel and arrested and sentenced
for espionage; I should like you to bear that in mind.
But the Czechoslovak delegation, in citing article 119 of
the Geneva Convention, omits to mention articles 104
107, which state the conditions and the guarantees with
out which prisoners cannot be indicted by the Detaining
Power. These conditions and guarantees are as follows:
the Proteoting Power must be notified at least three
weeks before the opening of the trial; the prisoner of
war is entitled to assistance by counsel of his own choice
or furnished by the Protecting Power; particulars of
the charge must he communicated to him in a language
which he understands; the representatives of the Pro
tecting Power are entitled to attend the tried; the sen
tence must be immediately reported to the Protecting
Power, tog~her with informacion as to the possibilities
of appeal that are open to the prisoner..

137. It may be objected that in the Korean conflict
no nation had assumed the role of Protecting Power.
This eventuality is covered by article 10 of the Geneva
Oonvention, whioh speoifiml1y provides that, if such pr0
tection cannot be arranged, the Detaining Power sh3111
request or accept the offer of the services of an inter
national organization suoo as the IrHtett1at.ional Commit
tee of the Red Cross to assume the humanitarian func
tions performed by a Protecting Power. None of these
provisions was observed by the Government of the Peo
ple's Republic of China. The services of the Interna
tional Committee were not requested; so far as I know
they were even rejected. The trial of the eleven airmen
thus took place under conditions of secrecy £orbidden
by the Geneva Convention, andwithout any of the guar-

1 Treaty Series, volume 75, No. 972.
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confidence he1lp him in the difficult job he is about to
tackle. We know that whatever can be done, he wiU
do; and, Should he return to us empty-handed, his ill
success would not be the set-hack of an individual but
that of .the principles he wiH be defending, and it will
be for the conscience of humanity to pass judgment.

144. M,r. LEME (Brazil) (translated from French):
The United States delegation has submitted an addi
tional item for consideradon by the General Assembly
the detention and imprisonment of United Nations mill-
tary per-sonnel 'by the Government of the People's Re
pulbHc of Ohina, The Australian and other delegations
have prepared a joint dtaJ£t resolution condemning the
procedure in question as contrary to the Korean Armi- !
stice Agreement, which settled the questions relating to

. the repatriation of the prisoners of war.

145. It is obvious that the attitude of the Government
of the People's RepulbIic of China constitutes a flagrant
viol~ion of. the Armistice Agreement, and that the :r
United Nations is in duty bound to take appropriate I
steps to ensure that justice shall prevail over al1bitrary t
aotion. It is not American 'Soldiers who are concerned
here, but members of the United Nations Armed Forces, Complain
victims of a violation of the rules of international hllW. United
146. The Soviet Union representative repeated yester- of the]
day that the United Nations intervention in Korea was 1 M B. r.
illegal. That is his opinion, hut not ours, The United 'Ihe Cuba]
Nations sent forces to Korea in pursuance of'a resolu- Moo under
tion adopted by the competent organ in conformity with taIity of tl
the Charter, which provides for collective measures appeal by'
against aggression. It should be remembered that that wishes to ~

question was debated in ~h~ Security ~d! in the' its indigna
absence of the representative of the Soviet UnIon, one' ttions miHt
of the permanent members, whose duty it was to be mistice A~
present. . " need for t

14Z. The Brazilian delegation will therefore vote for ; quently sa
the draft resolution sponsored by the sixteen Powers States, the
[A/L.182]. Treaties cannot be considered->to use the tralia, Fra
phrase of a statesman from the First World W31"~so 2. As the
many scraps of paper. this is a n
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our chief'concern is not w1th the method but with the
aim, and at the present moment the aim is to seek the
relea:se of these prisoners by all possible peaceful means.

142. France and the fifteen other Powers sponsoring
the draft resolution [A/L.182] before the, Assembly
propose that this difficult mission should be entrusted
to the Secretary-General of the United Nations. We
could not make a choice that would give us better
grounds fur our h<jpeS.We all know the high intellec
tual attainments' with whioh Mr. Hammarskjold matches
the qualitiesof hi'S heart. We aH know how splenJdidly
he discharges his duties as a high international civil
servant. .We all know thst he will aim, not 1;0 secure
the victory or public defeet of a legel position for pur-
poses of propaganda, but to secure the release of "these
men penalized for their allegiance to the United NiClltions,
imprisoned fur having served the cause tlmt he himself
serves so well. He mU be the sole judge of the ways
and means to be used to that end: our draft resolution
expressly grants him this freedom of choice. The entire
room! authority of the United Nations wiU be behind
him in an action in which he remains completely free.
Our draft resolution asks him to report on or .before 31
December what progress has been made in his negotia
tions. It should be expressly stated that this concession
to the concern and legitimate inlpatience of public opin
ion can in no way set a time limit to his representations.
We are. naming no date for the announcement of hi'S
success or failure; nor are we calIing upon the Govern
ment of the People's Republk of China to comply by a
specified date. Either course would cu:rrtail our ageIlJ1:'s
freedom of action, and his chances of success would Per
haps be seriously impaired in advance. We should con
stantly bear in mind President Eisenhower's timely
advice to the free world to be patient. NeiltJher haste nor

, an Umvillingness to compromise should be allowed to
jeopardize a mission which will determine the fate of
eleven human beings '~O1" whom we are responsible,
143..' If on 31 December Mr. Hammarskjold cannot
Conveniently l:i£t the secrecy with which he may deem it
advisable to act, he will notify us, and our petience will
still be no less than our confidence in Mm. May that


